
Situation For over 25 years, the Corporate Executive Board (CEB) has been helping executives

of some of the world’s largest companies and non-profits solve their most urgent

problems with best practices research, decision support tools, executive education

and peer networking. With over 2,400 members, 75% of the Fortune 500 companies

are represented in CEB’s membership. The organization is now customizing these

tools and resources for senior executives in mid-sized companies in marketing,

finance, human resources, legal and information technology.

Solution The Design Channel has been contracted by CEB to create a positioning strategy,

brand aesthetic and sales support collateral materials for the new series of leadership

development programs designed for middle market companies.

The assignment involves the development of a positioning strategy, tagline and 

branding approach that will be executed in a suite of corporate collateral and sales

materials. “This is the first time in the organization’s history that we’ve brought in a

professional branding and marketing firm. We’re confident that the Channel team will

bring a fresh, yet strategically sound perspective to this important growth initiative,”

said Jill Baranick, Marketing Director for CEB Middle Market Services.

TDC’s BrandBuilderTM discovery process included conducting ten interviews with CEB

senior executives to understand the company’s perceptions of their brand. We audited

their existing marketing materials to qualify messaging and visual inconsistencies.

We conducted competitive brand benchmarking research to plot how their competitors

and similar organizations position and brand themselves. Finally, we used ethnographic

research to observe their sales executives in prospecting situations. The discovery

yielded findings that were expository to CEB’s unique personality traits and value

proposition—leading us to a recommended positioning strategy and tagline.  

Result After the positioning statement and taglines were approved, we created a set of 

marketing communications collateral, templates for a series of updatable sales sheets,

sales presentations and more.
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Gain Insight. Work Smarter. Execute Faster.

At the Corporate Executive Board, Middle Market
Services, we respond to the tactical and strategic needs
of executives by connecting them with solutions their
peers have used to solve similar challenges. Drawing on
the successes of our worldwide membership of more
than 800 organizations, we deliver best practices that
are backed by real-world results. By identifying and 
providing practical, transferable tactics, strategies, and
tools, we help our members save critical time and
money as they address their top priorities.

Research Modes Used:

One-on-one interviews

Competitive brand benchmarking

Audit of existing marketing 
communications

Ethnographic research
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